The ARM Journal – *Within ARM’s Reach*

**CALL FOR CONTRIBUTIONS**

Welcome to the inaugural publication of the ARM communication venue! An arm’s reach is always in close range—it is the short distance that an arm can reach something, and this ARM Journal communication forum is intended to perform exactly as such. . . . easy access and close proximity, with open ARMs for all ASA members!

*The ARM Journal – Within ARM’s Reach* will be published quarterly and share various noteworthy content.

This Appraisal Review & Management electronic newsletter will provide ARM members, candidates and all ASA members a forum for sharing, learning, and expressing important information about appraisal review practices, as well as the Society. *Within ARM’s Reach* will provide news articles of noteworthy topics, education, advancements, course offerings and announcements that will unite the appraisal review community and span all ASA disciplines equally.

All ARM members are encouraged and welcomed to contribute articles about interesting, innovative or informative topics from all the appraisal disciplines. Such topics might include deciphering difficult reports, strange case studies and how reviews were resolved, scope of work development, business growth, expert witness practices and experiences, and much more.

Please consider a contribution and keep innovation and information . . . *Within ARM’s Reach*!

Send article contributions and inquiries to:
Melanie Modica, ARM Publications Chair and Editor
melanie@modicafineart.com
Houston 713-306-7966